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Abstract— Many systems which uses various content distribution over the network requires access restriction, prevention
from unauthorized access and hiding the identity of users. Current systems face problems there are some types of attacks are
there on user privacy. Lot of work has been done on keyword searchable cipher text with public key encryption. In public key
encryption to search keyword has advantage that anyone who knows the public key of receiver can upload file easily with
encrypted cipher text. This technique is semantically secure and takes search time equal to number of cipher texts. But
system face problems when we retrieve data from large databases.to tackle this problem searchable public-key cipher texts
with hidden star like structures (SPCHS) provides fast keyword search with keeping semantic security of keyword which are
encrypted. In this paper we focus on another different application of public key encryption in which we are going for content
search. We are applying the same technique of semantic security by making the hidden tree structure. Such type of content
search is useful while recognizing the spams which are encrypted. While doing this we are keeping focus on search
complexity should be linear with the query content size. Finally, we present an architecture with a generic SPCHS
construction which we got as output from anonymous identity-based encryption and collision-free full-identity adaptable
Identity-Based Key Encapsulation Mechanism (IBKEM) with anonymity.
Keywords— Identity-Based Key Encapsulation Mechanism component, semantic security, Public-key searchable encryption.
I. INTRODUCTION
In network communication at server side it is important to make some fixed data available to certain users only. It is also
important to keep identity of users secure who are accessing the content. In this simple method of data protection we are getting
the problem at network communicated data receiver may want to keep data secure and receiver may want to keep it safe from
administrator also. The Public key encryption technique which was introduced by Boneh D [1], gives us advantage that if
anyone knows the receiver’s public key can upload file and keyword to the server. The receiver gives authority to the server for
keyword search. While sending the file sender sends the file in encrypted format and chosen keywords and content extracted
from the file and outputted cipher text. When receiver wants any type of file having specific keyword he gives a keyword for
search to the trapdoor at the server. User also gives specific content search. Server starts the process of finding and server finds
the file which is in an encrypted format and contained keyword queried by client without any knowledge of original contain of
file and content also and provides the file to the receiver. Receiver of the file will decrypt these file and if want this is a spam
then can report to server also.
Existing system of secure public key encryption for keyword search takes search time of keyword linear with the total number
of cipher texts. The system developed by Peng Xu[2], they considered deterministic encryption for keyword search in this
technique they use searchable public-key cipher texts with hidden star like structures (SPCHS) for fast keyword search. By
implementing this same technique we are working for the content search. Sender uploads the encrypted file containing
encrypted keyword with encrypted content and receiver may download the file by giving the specific cipher text of keyword or
the content to download the file and if receiver finds that this one is spam then it reports server about the spam mail and server
will keep restricting such type of file from the sender.
A. Our Motivation
We are keeping our interest to work on the generating content searchable cipher text by using SPCHS without relinquishes the
semantic security .We find that in many applications keeping semantic security of data is crucial while searching the keyword.
So taking search time linear with the number of cipher text is difficult. Also in the same scenario we face problem at the find
encrypted content search and reporting whether it is spam or not. The linear time complexity of findings looks unavoidable as
sever checks each and every cipher text. Same problem is also unavoidable while working with the content also. If we go for in
detail then it seems that it’s still possible to work with content also with the help of SPCHS.
B. Our Work
We are working on the application of public encryption that is with content search. We are using the same technique of SPCHS
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which provides semantic security. In practice we can use this content searchable encryption for filtering the encrypted spam. So
by constructing the hidden tree like structures between the continuous words from single file we can apply PEKS for content
also. The search complexity is linearly depends on size of content which is queried.
C. Basic Ideas
1) Hidden Tree like Structure: We use hidden star like structure to maintain the privacy of the keyword and content. Following
diagram represents the hidden star like structure.

Fig1. Hidden Star like Structure
If we have this hidden tree like structure for content search like in Fig.1 then searching for specific queried content for cipher
text may be increased. Suppose in our system cipher texts of the same contents will form one chain by using related hidden
relations. Also there will be relation present between the Head to first cipher text of each chain. With the help of content search
system and head the server pick out from the first matching content’s cipher text through the relations from the head. Another
relation will get communicated through the found cipher text and this will help us to find another cipher text. By following this
concept we will go for searching other cipher texts. And because of this search time will depend on cipher texts of content.
2) Use Of SPCHS: We are using the technique developed in [2] of SPCHS. This technique is depending on the Identity Based
Key Encapsulation Mechanism’s observations. In this sender’s encapsulation of key is done with receiver id. Receiver can de
capsulate same and will get the key. While building SPCHS for content search we are using Identity Based Encryption (IBE)
and collision-free full-identity malleable IBKEM. The result of this will get the content searchable cipher texts with the hidden
tree like structure. As both IBKEM and IBE have the semantic security then resulted SPCHS is also semantically secure.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Symmetric Searchable Encryption
Symmetric key encryption for keyword search was first introduced by Song [4] with linear search time with the size of database.
Another research in [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9] works on the same technique and rectifies the original work of Song. The Curtmola
et al. [3] proved the semantic security of technique with adaptive adversary. In This technique search time is logarithmic time
but keyword search trapdoor’s length is linear with the size of database. This all techniques are developed for improving the
search time and to get better performance, recently researches work for the scalability.
The technique developed in [3], [10] extended the work of SKES to multi sender model. Fuzzy keyword search is also provided
by [11] in SEKs scenario. The Waters B. R in their paper [12] uses SKES for Building an Encrypted audit logs that can be
Searchable. Again Chase et al. [13] proposed a technique in which they encrypts the structured data and also proposes secure
method for searching the data. In the research proposed by Kamara et al. [14] dynamic updating of encrypted data is proved and
they proposed symmetric encryption for dynamic searchable data. This technique is also enhancing in terms of security and
large index cost in [15]. In new technique developed by Cash D. [16] they achieve very strong efficiency and security also.
B. Public Key Searchable Encryption
With following the same work on PEKS Abdalla et al. [17] Works on consistency keeping with filling some gaps of PEKS and
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works with the enhancements in the primitives with the PEKS. Some extra efforts are also there to make PEKS more flexible.
The work includes different searches like range serach in [24], [25], [26] conjunctive search [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],
Time search in [17], [27], subset search [26], authorized search in [29], [30] and similarity search in [28]. Heterogeneous cipher
texts equality test [31], and fuzzy keyword search is provided in [32].Besides this, Arriaga et al. [33] proposed the PEKS
technique use to keep privacy of keyword searchable trapdoors. In these techniques the search time is linear with the number of
cipher texts.
In [13] new chain like structure is provided for fast searching of encrypted keyword. The chain like structure given in [35] is not
fully hidden from severs and may get trapped. For efficient keyword search Bellare et al. [34] proposed deterministic public key
encryption (PKE) with the formalized strongest security mechanism. Brakerski et al. [36] proposed same deterministic PKE
technique but with security enhancements, still these systems are not semantically secure. Previously the semantic security is
provided if keyword space with high min-entropy.
Peng Xu [2] proposed a new technique for providing a semantic security for PEKS. They use the SPCHS as search algorithm
for the technique but there is a still space for applying the same concept on the content search for filtering the spams.
C. Our Observations
By studying all these techniques we come to know that research has been done on keyword search with keeping semantic
security and on search time scope. There is a still scope to apply the SPCHS technique for the content search and keeping the
security for the same.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system architecture is shown in fig2. Let us look in detail for the architecture. While describing the system we are
using different algorithms.
A. SPCHS Algorithm
We are using this algorithm from [2] for encrypting the content and generating the hidden tree like structure. While
implementing this the encryption algorithm will take input as Pr if Pr:Pb is hidden structure. We can’t create the hidden
relations by using the Pb because it doesn’t contain any about hidden structure. At last of encryption technique Pr should be
updated as we created new hidden relation. With this algorithm we require to initialize Pr:Pb by using the input as master public
key for initialization. This algorithm will run before creation of cipher text. With the content search algorithm the SPCHS also
provides partial relations to guide the searching process of cipher text. SPCHS Contains following Five algorithms
1) System Setup: Input- 1k (Security Parameter), W (Keyword Space)
Output- pair of PK (Public Key) and SK (Secret Key)
2) Structure Initialization: Input-PK. hidden structures
Output-private and public parts Pr:Pb
3) Structured Encryption: Input- PK, Keyword W2W, and Hidden structure’s Pr
Output-Content searchable cipher text c, Hidden structure
4) Trapdoor : Input- SK, W2W
Output- Content searchable Trapdoor TW
5) Structured Search: Input- PK, Pb, All content searchable cipher text
C, TW
In general SPCHS each sender has private values Pr. we are allowing sender to keep his/her Pr at the server side in encrypted
form so that user can download and re encrypted his/her Pr[2]. In keeping the semantic security SPCHS choses keyword and
SS-CKSA (structure Attacks).
B. SS-CKSA Security
To keep semantic security SPCHS uses SS-CKSA Security. Using this technique we will follow Different phases as follows.
1) Setup Phase: In this phase challenger will use System Setup to generate PK and SK. By using the Structure Initialization
they will initialize the N hidden structures. At last challenger sends PK
2) Query Phase 1: In this phase various queries will send by challenger, like Trapdoor query (TW), Privacy query (Pb),
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encryption query.at last challenger outputs the cipher text SPCSH.
3) Challenge Phase: In this phase a will send two challenge keywords to challenger and challenger will randomly picks the key
and will send cipher text.
4) Query Phase 2 : This phase is same as query phase 1.
5) Guess Phase: In this phase a will send guess to challenger and if it will match then A will win.
C. Forward And Backward Security
If in case if sender’s privacy of Pr gets compromised then SPCHS will provide them forward security technique. In this hidden
relation of cipher texts will stays confidential as local privacy only keeps new generated cipher texts relationships only. In
backward security sender can ask for initialization of new structure under Structure Initialization algorithm for newly generated
cipher text as structure is independent on old texts. The local privacy which gets compromised will not give the new structure.
By using these techniques we are working for the architecture given below in Fig 2. To get more in detail we are using the
SPCHS algorithm for the content searchable public key encryption technique. Sender can send any file with encrypted content
and keyword also and receiver will send queried keyword from the user and server is unaware of the actual file .receiver notice
that this file is spam file then receiver report the spam mail to the server and server will keep such type of file to the spam files
for the further reference and after wards will report every time to the user about this type of spam files. In our system server also
able to give authorities to the sender and receiver and also verifies the loins in the system.
Let us explain the whole system by sequence. In this system
Data owner will upload file and content to the server in encrypted format.
Sever will keep files from the data owner and unable to see contains of the file.
Sever will also keep the encrypted contents.
User will give keyword or content search to the trapdoor.
If keyword or content will match then user will download the file.
If required then report the spam to the server.
Server will keep spam files for further reference.

3.
Encrypted

2.
Encrypted

7. Spam
files

6. Report

5. Download file

1. Upload encrypted file with content
4. Give content for file

Fig2. System Architecture
IV. CONCLUSION
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This paper works with the content search in PEKS by providing semantic security. In this technique we are using SPCHS which
is alternative for the PEKS and this technique allows us to generate content searchable cipher texts by generating hidden tree
like structure. The trapdoor at server side uses the search algorithm is responsible for the disclosing the parts of hidden structure
and guide us to find out the cipher texts. SPCHS algorithm is provided with the semantic security and provides privacy to the
keyword, content and hidden structure also. Content search is useful for recognizing the spam files. The search complexity is
linear with the query content size. This technique uses the existing SPCHS schemes with semantic security for content search.
In future we may work for the retrieval of complete verification by generating hidden tree like structure by keeping last pointer
at the head.
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